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Semantic-based Modeling for Information Systems using

the SeMFIS Platform

Hans-Georg Fill1

Abstract: In this paper an outline of semantic-based modeling and the approach of SeMFIS is given.
At its core, semantic-based modeling characterizes the annotation of semi-formal conceptual models
with concepts from formal semantic schemata such as ontologies. Semantic-based modeling is used
for the design and analysis of information systems where it supports the extension of the semantic
representation and analysis scope of existing modeling methods. The approach has been previously
used for applications in semantic business process management, for benchmarking, semantic-based
simulation and several others. With the ADOxx-based SeMFIS platform, which constitutes a ¯ex-
ible engineering platform for realizing semantic annotations of conceptual models, a technical im-
plementation is provided. The SeMFIS platform is offered for free via the Open Models Initiative
Laboratory.
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1 Introduction

In the area of information systems, modeling methods are today a standard approach for

representing and analyzing knowledge and data, for designing and implementing systems,

and for interacting with systems at run-time [FJ16, Ka08, BBF09]. For these purposes it

can be reverted to a large number of existing modeling methods. Or, if no adequate method

is available, new methods can be realized that address domain-speci®c requirements. Al-

though the implementation of new modeling methods has been considerably simpli®ed

with the availability of powerful meta modeling platforms such as ADOxx, Eclipse or

MetaEdit, creating new methods from scratch still involves a lot of effort. In addition,

once a modeling method has been successfully established in an organization, the wide

usage of a method hampers its modi®cation. For example, when thousands of models have

been created using a particular modeling language ± as it is today the case in large orga-

nizations [Ro06] ± changes in the modeling language can require considerable adaptation

efforts and may lead to unexpected side effects, e.g. regarding the interoperability with run-

time systems. Furthermore, regulations may restrict modi®cations of a modeling method,

e.g. as enforced by the Swiss modeling conventions for public administration2.

Nevertheless, the representation and analysis scope of modeling methods often needs to

be adapted for meeting emerging requirements. This can either result from changes in the
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business environment, e.g. due to new legal requirements [Fi07], or also from changes in

the technological environment, e.g. with upcoming new technologies such as the internet-

of-things [Hu14]. It thus seems desirable to decouple changes in a modeling method from

the model instances. In traditional approaches such changes can however not be easily ac-

complished as the modeling language is strictly tied to its corresponding model instances.

The approach of semantic-based modeling offers a concept for resolving this coupling. In

the remainder of this paper we will therefore brie¯y introduce the concept of semantic-

based modeling and its realization in the SeMFIS approach and technical platform in sec-

tion 2. For illustrating the practical usage of SeMFIS previous applications will be outlined

in section 3. The paper will be concluded with an outlook on future developments of the

approach in section 4.

2 Semantic-Based Modeling with SeMFIS

For illustrating in detail the approach of semantic-based modeling, the traditional way of

extending the scope of a modeling language needs to be described at ®rst. The fundamental

relationships of the effects of changing a modeling language are depicted in ®gure 1.
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Figure 1: Effects Resulting from Changes in a Modeling Language

We start with the assumption that a number of models M1..n corresponds to a modeling

language ML. For brevity we do not make the detailed relationships between modeling

languages and models explicit but refer the interested reader to formal speci®cations e.g.

in [FRK12, HR00]. In addition, a number of algorithms A1..m exist that refer to the model-

ing language ML and the models M1..n. The exact nature of these references is intentionally

left open as algorithms may have very distinct ways of interacting with the speci®cations

given by the modeling language and the content of models. They encompass for example

analysis algorithms for querying model content, process simulation algorithms targeting

the behavior of process-like structures or also code generation algorithms.

In case that the modeling language is generally applicable to a problem domain but does

not meet some speci®c requirements for representing information, a modi®cation mod(ML)
is applied which results in a new variant of the modeling language ML′. The modi®cation

may include the addition, deletion or modi®cation of elements, attributes and relations

of the modeling language. Upon these changes, also the models have to be adapted as
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expressed by the transition mod′(M1..n). Depending on the changes of the modeling lan-

guage, this may lead to extensions, reductions or modi®cations of the content of models.

In any case, the resulting models M′

1..n have to correspond again to the new variant of

the modeling language ML′. At the same time the algorithms need to be adapted. This is

expressed by the transition mod′′(A′

1..m). Again, the new variants of the algorithms A′

1..m

have to refer to ML′ and the corresponding models M′

1..n. From these relationships it fol-

lows that changes in the modeling language potentially trigger a large number of changes

both in the existing models as well as in the algorithms. It thus needs to be checked at least

for each of the n models and each of the m algorithms whether they need to be modi®ed.

2.1 Concept of Semantic-Based Modeling

As an alternative solution, the concept of semantic-based modeling can be applied which

uses ontologies for representing new information [FB09]. The combination of conceptual

models and ontologies has been discussed in several contexts. The most prominent ones

are the area of semantic business process management where ontologies have been used

primarily to permit the processing of natural language information contained in models

and thus support the analysis and execution of processes [TF07, Ho07, He05]. Another

direction is found in the context of semantic lifting where models are translated into on-

tologies to enable interoperability [Ka06].

The approach of semantic-based modeling presents a third direction. It originated from

the goal of meeting three challenges: a. the ex-post representation of new requirements in

conceptual models without changing the original modeling language, b. to make knowl-

edge explicit that is implicitly covered in models, and c. to process this explicit, ex-post

represented knowledge using algorithms. Semantic-based modeling can be compared to a

special variant of what is called model weaving, i.e. the linkage between different types of

models [De05, DDFV07]. In contrast to model weaving semantic-based modeling how-

ever does not aim for the transformation between the linked models but uses the linked

models as meta-data for representing additional requirements.
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Figure 2: Concept of Semantic-Based Modeling for Representing Information via Annotations

The core idea of the approach is depicted in ®gure 2. On the left-hand side again the

modeling language, models, and algorithms are shown. For adding new representation and
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analysis concepts to the existing models, semantic-based modeling does not modify the ex-

isting modeling language ML. Rather, a second representation pillar is added in the form

of an ontology language OL and corresponding ontologies O1..k. Ontologies are thereby

used in their generic sense as formal, i.e. computational, forms of shareable terminolo-

gies [Ne91]. They can thus be used for making additional knowledge aspects explicit that

can be understood by algorithms and humans alike.

The ontologies are then linked to the conceptual models via annotations annot(M,O). An-

notations are a form of meta-data in the sense of a markup that adds additional information

to existing data. In the context of semantic-based modeling, annotations add information

from ontologies to conceptual models. Therefore, they do not require a modi®cation of the

original modeling language but rather act as an additional layer of information on top of

existing model content. Based on the annotations, the ontology language, and the ontology

instances new algorithms AO
1..q can be designed that process the information in models in

new ways. At the same time the existing algorithms A1..m are not affected.

2.2 Conceptual Realization in SeMFIS

The approach of SeMFIS (Semantic-based Modeling Framework for Information Systems)

is based on the concept of semantic-based modeling. A particular feature of SeMFIS is the

provision of a separate semantic annotation model type ± see the meta model in ®gure 3.

Through this model type, the annotation of conceptual models with ontology concepts can

be established without modi®cations in the conceptual modeling language [Fi11a]. This is

achieved via model reference and connector reference objects that are linked to ontology

references. The linkage between model and ontology references can also be semantically

speci®ed via annotator objects.

On the ontology side, the SeMFIS approach currently provides three ontology languages

in the form of model types: the term model type for representing controlled vocabularies,

the frames ontology model type for representing ontologies in the OKBC frames format as

implemented in Protégé, and the OWL ontology model type for representing ontologies in

OWL format.

2.3 Technical Implementation: The SeMFIS Platform

The SeMFIS approach has been technically implemented and is provided free of charge via

the Open Models Initiative [Fi16, Fi12b]3. The SeMFIS platform is based on the ADOxx

metamodeling platform [FK13]. ADOxx is an industry-scale platform that offers generic

mechanisms for automatically generating model editors from meta model speci®cations

as well as a wide range of additional components and functionalities for interacting with

models.

3 See the SeMFIS website on OMiLAB: http://www.sem®s-platform.org or http://www.omilab.org/web/sem®s
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Besides the SeMFIS model types for ontologies and semantic annotations, the implemen-

tation also includes ADOxx components for accessing the platform via a SOAP-based

web service interface, for processing the models via the ADOscript scripting language, as

well as the AQL query component for querying model content in a proprietary query lan-

guage. In addition, XML import and export interfaces are contained for exchanging model

content.

3 Applications of SeMFIS

The approach of SeMFIS has been applied in the past to several scenarios. Some of the

most prominent ones include the following. In [Fi12a] it has been described how business

process models can be annotated with concepts from a risk ontology. In this way risks in

business processes could be represented and subsequently analyzed using rules and simu-

lation algorithms. In [Fi11b] the approach has been used to support the benchmarking of

business processes by providing a common reference in the form of ontologies. In [FSK13]

parts of the SeMFIS approach together with the web service interface have been used to

embed the tool in a service-oriented architecture. This permitted to realize an interface to

the Protégé ontology management platform.

Further scenarios that were based on the approach or re-used parts of it included the ob-

fuscation of model information [Fi12c], the use in e-business scenarios [Fi09], for user-

speci®c visualizations of models [FR11] or in the context of social network-based semantic

annotations [Fi14].

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper the concept of semantic-based modeling and the SeMFIS approach have been

brie¯y described. For further information on SeMFIS it is referred to the SeMFIS website

and the most recent publication on the platform [Fi16]. Future work on SeMFIS will in-

clude the further development of the concept and the technical implementation, as well as

the application to further scenarios. As next steps it is planned to provide an API to ease

the implementation of new algorithms on the SeMFIS platform. In addition, an existing

plugin for the Stanford Protégé that permits to export ontologies in the SeMFIS XML for-

mat will be further enhanced and extended. Regarding future application scenarios it will

be investigated how the approach can be used to represent requirements in the context of

internet-of-things applications and social media management.
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